
Thien Son - Suoi Nga

Thien Son - Suoi Nga is located in the east mountains Ba Vi district, Ba Vi, Ha Tay, which is
called the Son Tản Vienna. Here associated with the legend of King Hung for re ken MI Nuong
Princess, and took place in the race of đọ between Son Tinh and Thuy Tinh.  Ecological Tour
Thien Son - Suoi Nga (fullday) 

8h00: Bus and guide will pick up you at your stay departing to Thien Son - Suoi Nga. Along the
highway 32 or Lang - Hoa Lac highway to Son Tay and then turn left to Ba Vi National Park, you
will be Thien Son - Suoi Nga ecological resort.

Thien Son - Suoi Nga is located in the East of Ba Vi mountain range, Ba Vi district, Ha Tay
province known as Tan Vien Son by local people. It is related to the legend of Hung king choose
a son - in - law for his daughter, Mi Nuong princess and is also the place for Son Tinh - Thuy
Tinh to compete.

Coming to Tan Vien Son, you will enjoy the imposingly natural beauty, relax in the fresh air of
accumulating mountain and forest exited for a long time.

This resort is divided into 3 main regions:

Entering the first, you will visit Ha Son lake with beautiful landscape, sitting at Vong Lau for rest
or rowing Thien Nga (Swan) boat. After that, walking to eating and drinking area next to the foot
of the mountain with the typically architectual style such as the ancient caves, decorated by
colorful light. Staying at the high villa to discover the precious plants in Ba Vi National Park.

At noon, you will have break in mysteriously nice stilthouse of area 2 to taste rice cake, specially
fried chicken and so many delicacies of Doai region as well as take part in various activities at
entertainments. Attending the meeting/ conference, camping and others.

After resting, you will join in: mountain climbing, stream crossing, lake bathing, waterfall
admiring. At the foot of Heaven Gate fall with splashingly silver water, you will fall in line with the
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nature, walk on mountainous stiff streets formed by human being and very harmony with the
nature even row the boat, fish for relax.

5h00: get on the bus back to Ha Noi. The end of the tour.

Joining group : $ 15 / pax

(Minimum group 40 people)

The trip inludes:

    -  Bus with A/ C 
    -  Driver: helpful and experienced 
    -  Guide: experieced, enthusiastic, knowledgeable 
    -  Entrance fee during the tour 
    -  Mineral water on the bus 
    -  Lunch in the restaurant

Exludes:

    -  Drinks in the meal, phone fee and other expenses.
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